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AB S T R AC T
This paper demonstrates a practicaldimension to the discussion
about threshold concepts. Threshold concepts have thus far
mostly been acknowledged to elucidate learning processesmainly
connected to theoretical concepts. By exploring situations that
prompted experiences of autonomy and authenticity in clinical
learning,findings showed how a practicalexperience could have
the same power to transform thinking and identity as theoretical
thresholds and serve as a trigger for transformational learning,
therefore making the discussion about ‘practical thresholds’ or
thresholds in practice possible. The present study explores
situations that prompted autonomy and authenticity, and offers
context for and substance to these situations by adopting
variation theory and the threshold conceptframework.In orderto
learn more aboutsituations thatpromptexperiences ofautonomy
and authenticity, and create prerequisites for such experiences,
this paper examines how students discern and interpret these
situations by analysing them through variation theory and the
threshold conceptframework.
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Introduction

In thisstudy,wepropose to illuminate crucialaspectstriggering professionaldevelopment
by analyzing critical features of autonomy and authenticity,and the surrounding situ-
ations providing meaning to these phenomena. Studies carried out in medicine and
health care practices implicate that student’s perceptions of authenticity is central in
their learning processes becoming professionals (Sutherland and Markauskaite 2012);
(Lave and Wenger 1991);(Kreber 2010).By exploring situations that prompted experi-
ences ofautonomy and authenticity in clinicallearning,findings showed how a practical
experience mighthave the same power to transform thinking and identity as theoretical
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thresholds and serve as a trigger for transformationallearning,therefore making the dis-
cussion about ‘practicalthresholds’ or thresholds in practice possible.

In a study by Fredholm etal.(2015)and in Fredholm (2017)itwasshown thatthere isa
strong link between experiences of autonomy and perceptions of authenticity,and pro-
fessionaldevelopment.The students in this study were asked to describe situationswhere
they had experienced developmentand/orchallenge in the clinicalsetting and both auton-
omy and authenticity appeared to be vitalto learning and professionaldevelopment.Pre-
vious studies (Manninen 2014; Fredholm et al. 2015) have shown the impact of
authenticity on in-depth learning and professionaldevelopment.Manninen (2014)presents
authenticity asexternaland internal,where externalauthenticity iscreated by being in the
real clinical environment meeting real patients,whereas internal authenticity refers to
studentfeelings ofreally making a contribution to the clinicalwork and being a member
oftheteam.Fredholm etal.(2015)andManninen (2014)showed similarfindings,also indi-
cating theimportanceoftherelationshipwith thepatientasa factorforcreating authenticity.

Analyzed with the help ofthe socialtheory for learning (Wenger 1991;2010),auton-
omy becomes connected with practice,community,identity and meaning,thus moving
away from autonomy as a personaltraitalone and toward autonomy as a socialphenom-
enon.However a gap ofknowledge regarding the nature ofsituations creating autonomy
and authenticity came to the fore revealing a lack ofunderstanding ofvitalaspects con-
cerning professionaldevelopment.

Background

To conduce to the theoreticalanalysis situations thatprompted experiences ofautonomy
and authenticity, context for and substance to situations were explored through the
threshold concept framework combined with variation theory. Variation theory
(Marton and Trigwell2000;Runesson 2006;Ling and Marton 2011) is proposed to be a
powerfulmeans for describing and revealing conditions for learning,and the threshold
concept framework (Meyer and Land 2005; Baillie, Bowden, and Meyer 2013; Land,
Rattray,and Vivian 2014) provides perspective on the transitionalaspects oflearning.

As proposed by Åkerlind,McKenzie,and Lupton (2011) and Baillie and colleagues
(Baillie,Bowden,and Meyer 2013),we found it fruitful combining threshold concepts
and variation theory to further elucidate student’s learning experiences.Variation theory
is a theory accounting for differences in learning,and itprovides a theoreticalground to
understand some of the necessary conditions for learning (Runesson 2006; Ling and
Marton 2011).According to variation theory the core oflearning consistsofdiscernment
and variation. ‘There is no learning without discernment.And there is no discernment
withoutvariation’ (Marton and Trigwell2000,381).Theway thatweexperiencea situation
isdependentofhow we discern the criticalfeaturesofthissituation (Marton and Trigwell
2000;Pang 2003;Marton and Pong 2005;Marton 2006;Ling and Marton 2011).

Discerning meansthata feature ofthe physical,cultural,symbolic orsensuousworld appears
to the subject,and is seen or sensed by him orher againstthe background ofhis orherpre-
vious experiences ofsomething more or less different.(Marton and Trigwell2000,386)

Thus,itis notpossible to discern something as such.The discernment(or the experi-
ence) is always the resultofa discernmentofvariation,or a discernmentofdifference of
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some sort(Marton and Trigwell2000,386).The space forlearning therefore isthe poten-
tialfor variation,or difference,provided by the situation,notthe situation per se.Runes-
son (2006) defines the learning space as a space created of dimensions of variation of
criticalaspects.Thus,the learning object always consists ofphenomena that are part of
a situation. A situation is always situated in time, space and has a social dimension
Marton and Booth (1997).A phenomenon and the surrounding situation are intertwined
and the phenomenon givesrelevance and meaning to the situation and the situation pro-
vides perspective and contextto the phenomenon.

Threshold concepts are about knowledge and cognition in relation to a theoretical
contentin abstractconstructions(Meyer and Land 2005).They are described as ‘concep-
tualgateways or portals’ (Meyer and Land 2005,373) that lead to previous inaccessible
waysofthinking ofsomething,a new way forthe learnerto experience,perceive,interpret
and understand a phenomenon changing the internalview of a subjectmatter,subject
landscape or even world view (Meyer and Land 2005,373).Land,Rattray,and Vivian
(2014) depict this transformation as a cognitive tunnelwhere the liminalspace within
the tunnelis entered when triggered by a threshold concept,or as Savin-Baden (2008)
suggestsa ‘disjunction’,thatchallengespreviousheld ideasaboutsomething.Disjunctions
according to Savin-Baden (2008) are ‘spaces’ or ‘positions’ accomplished through the
realization that knowledge is troublesome,for instance after encountering a threshold
concept,moving the learner into a liminalspace thatcan be transitionaland transforma-
tional.Learning in the liminalspace often entails oscillation between differentstates and
emotions.The liminalspace is characterized by a stripping away ofold identities,oscil-
lation between states and personal transformation (Savin-Baden 2008). Land,Rattray,
and Vivian (2014) describe coming outofthe tunnelas a shift in learner subjectivity,a
discursive shift,or a shiftofa conceptual,ontologicalor epistemologicalnature.

In connection to variation theory and discernment, it can be interpreted that a
threshold is a variation perceived by a student as so extensive that it changes the way
the learner can view an ‘old concept’.The old view is thus so challenged that it creates
a disjunction that cannot be ignored by the learner.This disjunction can be perceived
as a threshold.Variation theory provides further explanation to the learning processes
connected to threshold concepts.In order to discern something from its context,you
have to identify it as a particular ‘something’ and assign meaning to it – without this
meaning and ‘shape’ of something it cannot be delimit from its context (Marton and
Booth (1997);Pang (2003).This is referred to as the referential aspect and represents
the overall meaning of a phenomenon, the whole.Marton and Booth (1997) explain
this by using the terms internaland externalhorizon,where the internalhorizon is con-
nected to the internalstructure of a phenomenon (how the parts are connected to the
whole and so on) and the external horizon, how the perceived context or situation
‘holds’ the phenomenon,i.e.perception ofothersimilarcontextsorsituations.Ouraware-
ness of something is dependent of our pre-understanding of that something.Runesson
(2006) suggests awareness is a totality of allour experiences,however,differentiated,so
thatsome thingscan be atthe centerofourattention,and othersmore in the background.
Thus,somefeaturesoraspectsare discerned,whereasothersare not,i.e.how something is
experienced is made up by the simultaneous discernment of features of that which is
experienced (Runesson 2006).This is important in connection to understand what stu-
dents willperceive as troublesome in their learning process.
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Learning thus becomes a change in discernmentbroughton by a change in awareness
ofa phenomenon by the learner (Runesson 2006).Qualitative changes in a way ofseeing
theobjectconstituteslearning and can becompared to thetransformation described in the
threshold conceptframework.For every objectoflearning,there are criticalaspects that
the learnersmustbe able to discern (Ling and Marton 2011).From a variation theory per-
spective,this is perceived as a matter ofdiscrimination and differentiation,and learning
seen as the ability to discern differences.

Threshold conceptshave thusfarmostly been acknowledged to elucidate learning pro-
cessesmainly connected to theoreticalconcepts.However,the focuson professionaldevel-
opmentand learning in practice in thisstudy makesitinteresting to expand on the recent
reasoning concerning threshold concepts into threshold conceptions or ‘practical
thresholds’.Deriving from,and depending on the Threshold Concepts Framework and
Capability Theory (based in variation theory),Baillie,Bowden,andMeyer(2013)proposes
the Threshold Capability Integrated TheoreticalFramework for the design ofuniversity
curricula, aiming to develop students’ ability to deal with previous unseen situations.
Here, they have developed the idea of threshold concepts into threshold conceptions,
with the difference that conceptions hold the learners subjective interpretations of the
theoretical content in concepts.Baillie,Bowden,and Meyer (2013) describe threshold
capabilities as thresholds to professional learning in a defined area of knowledge.
Several capabilities combined will contribute to the development of overall knowledge
capability, i.e. the ability to deal with previous unseen situations and by working out
key aspects,relating to previous knowledge,determining the problem,designing a sol-
ution, and having the ability to follow through (rather than know a lot about, i.e.
nursing) ‘think like a nurse’.Capability development is created in situations ofdiscern-
ment,real professional tasks,opportunities to trial solutions,reflection on experience,
feedback and formalassessmentofprocesses and notonly ofoutcome (Baillie,Bowden,
and Meyer 2013),Thus,threshold capabilities consistofboth concepts and conceptions.
In order to learn more about situations that prompt experiences of autonomy and authen-
ticity, and create prerequisites for such experiences, this paper examines how students
discern and interpret these situations by analysing them through variation theory and
the threshold concept framework.

Methodology

The study was conducted within a hermeneutic ontologicalframework interpreting par-
ticipants’ experience in a life-world perspective. It is argued here that the lifeworld is
mediated through narratives where individuals’ subjective understanding and sense-
making oftheir lifeworld become visible (Ricoeur 1976).Students were asked to relate a
situation where they had feltthatthey developed,moved forward,where something hap-
pened thatstayed with them – and also related to an opposite experience where they were
challenged.Thus,within the largertheoreticalframework ofhermeneutics,we are analyz-
ing experiencesofthe life-world through narrative data.These narrative data are analyzed
through a theoreticalanalysisasthemean fororganizing the data,by Polkinghorne (1995)
identified asthe paradigmatic approach to narrative inquiry.Thisway the analysismoves
from the stories collected as data to common elements producing a thematic structure or
generalconcepts cutting across data (Kramp 2004;McCane,McKenna,and Boore 2001).
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The second type of narrative inquiry is narrative analysis,which is based on narrative
reasoning and moves from the particular data collected to a construction of stories.
Here,the researcher construct the story using data collected in each story,by Kramp
(2004) called a ‘storied analysis’. In narrative analysis, data become integrated in the
story,instead as with the paradigmatic approach,separated.The written story ‘mustfit
the data while atthe same time bringing an orderand meaningfulnessthatisnotapparent
in the data themselves’ (Polkinghorne 1995,16).This type of analysis uses plot to tie
together individual experience in order to create a context that helps understanding
and give meaning to experience.The outcome ofthis analysis is a narrative or setofnar-
ratives (McCane,McKenna,and Boore 2001).

Data collection

The study was undertaken using narrative inquiry.Stories were collected as a mean of
understanding experience as lived and told (Clandinin and Conelly 1994). Sampling
was undertaken with a combination of convenience sampling and purposive sampling
(decisions about educational programs, semesters, age, gender and educational back-
ground) in order to find students with a varied experience ofclinicaleducation.Within
each educationalprogram,snowballsampling (Politand Beck 2008)was also used,start-
ing with a contactperson asking students to participate.Allstudents received an infor-
mation letter with the context and aim of the study stressing voluntarism and
confidentiality. The tape-recorded interviews were between 45 and 75 min long and
were transcribed verbatim.Narratives were captured by asking two open questions:‘tell
me about a clinicalsituation you feltwas important to you,a situation that has stayed
with you,where you feltthatyou developed,wentforward,learned something’ and ‘tell
me about an opposite situation’.These open-ended questions were chosen to gain rich
narratives and ensure a wide scope of inquiry and variation of clinical experience.To
be able to secure as rich narratives as possible, a wide range of follow-up questions
were asked,such as ‘tellme more,why is that do you think,can you describe more in
detail,why do you think itwas like that?’ etc.To check the interviewer’s understanding,
recapitulation and summaries were used during the interviews.Each interview started
with a set ofmore ‘common’ questions regarding background variables,slowly moving
towards deeper layers of meaning about the phenomenon under inquiry.A log book
was keptcapturing the researcher’s reflections and thoughts abouteach interview.

Participants

Twelveinterviewswereconducted with studentsfrom differenteducationalprograms,age,
gender and background in order to achieve variation.Four students were medicalstu-
dents, four nursing students, two occupational therapy students and two studied to
become a biomedical analyst. All had started the clinical phase of their education,
varying from semester 3–8.Two participants were male.Participants were between ages
20 and 50 with the majority between 20 and 30 years. Eight participants came from
homes where one or two parents had an academic education.Three participants had
parents with non-Swedish background.
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Ethical considerations

The ethicalprinciples adopted in this study thatadhered to the principles ofanonymity
were possible secure data processing,transparency and minimality and lawfuldata collec-
tion.Ethicalapprovalwas obtained from The RegionalEthicalReview Board in Stock-
holm.Allparticipants received an information letter where the aim and context of the
study were described.The letter stressed voluntarism and pointed outthe rightto confi-
dentiality.Each interview opened with a presentation ofthe study and participantssigning
the informed consent paper.Confidentiality and the right to abort were stressed.The
interviewerhad no previousknowledge aboutorconnectionsto the participantsprevious
to or after the study to minimize the risk ofany dependency issues.

Data analysis

The theoretical analysis was made up from the characteristics for threshold concepts.
These characteristics are described by Meyer and Land (2005) as transformative,with a
new understanding ofdiscourse by extending the natural,formalor symbolic language,
a liminalspace with stuckness and disjunction,oscillation between states,being irrevers-
ible and integrative,constituting a transconfiguration ofselfand identity,being a loss of
previoussecurity,being troublesome and bounded.These characteristicswere interpreted
to be possible defining attributesfor threshold conceptions aswell.Hence,the theoretical
analysis entails both concepts and conceptions.

Data analysis was undertaken to examine situations that prompted experiences of
autonomy and authenticity attributes of threshold concepts, applying variation theory
in order to find criticalfeatures of these phenomena.Furthermore,the theoreticalrep-
resentation ofthe cognitive tunnel(Land,Rattray,and Vivian 2014) was applied to the
student’s stories.

During the first phase of the analysis,it became evident that the theoreticalanalysis
only functioned on units of description that had a ‘breakthrough character i.e episodes
thathave an ‘Aha-moment’.Mapping ofnarratives was adopted,a process suggested by
Savin-Baden and van Niekerk (2007), following Denzin, in which narratives can be
explored analyzing epiphanies.Denzin (1989)proposesfourdifferenttypesofepiphanies:
cumulative,illuminative,majorand relived epiphany,each with differentdegree ofimpact
on people’s lives ranging from minor impactto life-changing insights.In this study,the
unitofanalysiswasthe illuminative epiphany thatisseen as ‘a pointin time orparticular
experience thatrevealsinsights;oran eventthatraisesissuesthatare problematic’ (Savin-
Baden and van Niekerk 2007,465).Savin-Baden and van Niekerk (2007)pointoutthatthe
transitionalprocess of shifting into,through and out of an epiphany has not been dis-
cussed, and highlight the relevance in investigating them as a mean of analyzing
people’s storied lives.Following this line ofreasoning,together with the above outlined
theoreticalreasoning around threshold concepts/conceptions,the ‘aha-moment’ is a nar-
rated epiphany thatmay contain threshold concepts/conceptions.

The theoreticalanalysis ofthe narrativeswas conducted in three dimensions.The first
dimension consisted ofa more generalreading and interpretation ofthe whole.Concre-
tely,this was the identification of the situation itselfwith its features in relation to the
demands for discernment and for possible threshold capabilities i.e the search for
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illuminative epiphanies.The second dimension consisted ofthe search forthreshold con-
ceptions, i.e. the student’s subjective interpretation of the situation and of the critical
aspects ofthis situation.The mostabstractdimension was the search for threshold con-
cepts, the underlying theoretical constructions of concepts, and the critical aspects of
these concepts.Were there similaritiesbetween these criticalaspects,even ifthe situations
themselves were very different?

Findings

Situationswith an epiphany characterwhere the studentsexperienced challenge,ordevel-
opment,were allconnected to a practicalexperience ranging from complex situations to
more isolated events or even singular acts.Thus,criticalaspects for this practicalexperi-
ence were practicalaction,be itin a complex situation,in isolated eventsorsingular acts.
The practical experience had the same characteristics as described in the literature for
theoreticalthreshold concepts,i.e.they were transformative,integrative,insightsobtained
were usually irreversible and provoked a state of liminality. The practical experience
always featured the student as the actor and showed the same power to transform
thought,identity,and professionalidentity as do theoreticalthreshold concepts,and in
nearly every case we could see thattransformation was preceded by a liminalstate.

Students’ narrativesallentailed information aboutthe disjunction,ofthe liminalspace
and ofthe resulting shift.This was allrelated to a practicalexperience functioning as a
trigger for moving into the tunnel,learning in the tunneland coming out ‘on the other
side’ of the tunnelwith a changed view.The driving force for movement through the
tunnel was the students’ inner motivation for learning originating from the perceived
meaning of the practical experience.The self-evident nature of the authentic practical
experience,and the need to master these situations created movement and transforma-
tionallearning.To illustrate the movementthrough the tunnelwe willfollow some stu-
dents and take part of their experiences as examples of different stages in this process.
These constructed narratives are depicting data seen through the theoreticallens ofthe
tunnelmetaphor.Table 1 depictsmovementinto,through and outofthe tunnelwith trig-
gers and consequences referring to examples from the constructed narratives.

Moving into the tunnel – practical experience as disjunction

Encounterswith practicalexperience thatwasnew and challenged previousknowledge or
perceptionsoftheoretical,practical,ethicalorpersonalnaturemoved thestudentsinto the
tunnel.Atthecenteroftheseexperienceswasalwaysa clinicaleventoract.Theseeventsor
actswere characterized by theirimportance forthe student;the value thatthe studentgave
them wasextensive,and the successorfailure ofthese actsreally mattered to the student.
Therefore the similarities were notthe practicalexperiences per se,butthe feelings they
provoked and the processes they triggered.

Anna isa nursing studentin hertwentieswho describesthatwhen presented with a practical
task thatisrelatively new to her,she experienceshow feelingsaround thistask vary from day
to day.Sometimes there is no doubt in her mind thatshe can master this task,other days
nothing works.Sometime in the middle ofher education she comesinto contactwith inser-
tion ofthe intra-venous catheter.This is a fairly prestigious task in the studentcommunity,
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something everyone talks about,and compares experiences of.ForAnna,atthisstage in her
education,this is a core activity representing ‘real’ nursing actions and somehow also the
competence of a nurse.But she does not get it right,and the excitement slowly changes
into frustration.

The insertion ofthe intra-venous catheter – and especially the failure to manage this
task – moves Anna into a state ofliminality.

The contradiction ofprevious held beliefs aboutoneselfcan be a disjunction.

Carlisa medicalstudentwho perceiveshimselfasaccomplished and wellequipped to handle
theclinicalworld and thereality ofa doctor.Herarely doubtshimself,butatthesametimehe
does notperceive thathe crosses the lines ofwhathe knows or is able to do,he knows his
boundaries.One day when participating in an acute situation with a critically ill patient,
this believe is challenged,and he is told afterwards thathe has overstepped his limits.This
throws Carlin to a state of reflection about his own capability and about his reactions to
differentsituations.

Carl’s experience creates a disjunction where his previous knowledge abouthimselfis
challenged,and he perceives this new knowledge as very troublesome.

When given too much responsibility and independence in a situation thiscan be a dis-
junction where ones limits are overstepped.

Table 1 .Depiction ofmovementinto,through and outofthe tunnel.
Triggers to movement Consequences

Moving into the
tunnel

Disjunction in form ofa practicalexperience
Anna: the insertion of the intra-venous
catheter – and especially the failure to
manage this task

Imbalance,insecurity,questioning,challenge
ofprevious held beliefs,identification of
meaning and a need to learn
As the semester progresses, Anna still can’t
manage to insert the catheter right. Shehas
no idea why it goeswrong and slowly this is
starting to affect her thinking about her
education and choiceof profession. Is she
really fit to bea nurse?

Being in the liminal
space – learning in
the tunnel

Movementtriggered by authenticity and
meaning
Carin seems to ‘rush through’ the liminal
space in oneday, and feeling of insecurity
and worry soon passes. One successfully
performed practical task, immediately helps
her to makenew discoveries, and see
connectionsthat shehasnot beenabletosee
earlier.

Transformationallearning processes
…and from that day Carin knows that she
want to havepatient contact in her future
work. This knowledgealso widensher
perspectiveon therelationshipbetween theory
andpractice; shenowknowsthat sheneedsto
seea practical application of her theoretical
knowledge. Carin experiencesanother driveto
learn and understand becauseshedoesnot
wish to endanger the health and careof the
patientsshenow understandsare ‘at the
receiving end’ of her laboratory work.

Crossing the
threshold – the
shift

Threshold passing triggered by a sudden or
gradualunderstanding,a stripping away of
old identity and personaltransformation
Thenursing student Rebecca describeshow,
when facedwith theneedsof adyingpatient,
she for the first time takesa moreholistic
view of thepatient and how she
automatically protects ‘her patient’ from too
many people in the room, from unnecessary
discomfort etc. Shetakesthe lead and isable
to answer questions from patient relatives
and other professional groups.

A shiftin personaland/orprofessionalidentity,
a discursive shift,a shiftofa conceptual,
ontologicalorepistemologicalnature
It hasbecomeher patient and sheacts, thinks
and talks like a nurse. ‘I wasnever
uncomfortable’,Rebeccasays, ‘I thought of the
patient’. Themovement through the tunnel
hasaltered Rebecca’s thinking, her actions,
and even her language. She feels shehas
becomea nurse.
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Helena,a medicalstudentwho enjoysa challenge and being given theresponsibility to handle
patientcasespartly on herown,one day hasto take overthe responsibility ofthe supervising
doctor.Or at least,this is her interpretation of the situation,where her examination of a
patient becomes the sole basis for decisions about patient care.Helena’s previous security
is gone and she questions herselfand things thatshe thoughtshe knew.

As seen here in Helena’s case,a disjunction is created by a role change,or a change in
learnersubjectivity broughton by herhaving to takemore responsibility than everbefore.

Being in the liminal space – learning in the tunnel

Being in theliminalspace ischallenging.Heretheearlierwell-known isno longerand pre-
vious perceived knowledge is questioned.Time spentin the liminalspace varies between
students,but also between different situations for the same person.One might also get
stuck here in the tunnel,unable to move forward.Students oscillate between states.Feel-
ingsin the tunnelalterfrom day to day and there are clear ‘upsand downs’.One day you
mightfeelsure ofyourselfand whatyou are doing – the nextday nothing is right.The
learning process here is energy-consuming.

Anna strugglesto understand why she can’tgetthe insertion ofthe intra-venous cath-
eter right.

Anna sometimessucceeds to insertthe catheter and othertimesthere isno way thatshe can
manage.In Anna’s mind this is a development phase,and she believes that the successful
attempts are due to justluck.As the semester progresses,Anna stillcan’tmanage to insert
the catheter right.She has no idea why it goes wrong and slowly this is starting to affect
her thinking abouther education and choice ofprofession.Is she really fitto be a nurse?

Anna spends a long time in the liminalspace.Here she oscillates between different
states ofsecurity,butslowly she starts to getoverwhelmed.

The liminalspace demandsnew waysofthinking and reflecting.Carl’sencounterwith
new knowledge abouthimselfhas prompted extensive personalreflection.

Carlspendsa greatdealoftime thinking abouthisrole asa medicalstudentin differentkind
ofsituation and in relation to hisown competence.The whole week following the incidentis
perceived as hard.Carldiscusses with his girlfriend,with his mentor and also in a group
reflection session and spends time thinking about how to move on with the experience as
something good.Carlstartsto realize thathisperception ofhimselfascompetentsometimes
can create difficulties.

The liminalspace has stripped away some ofCar’s old identity,and a new identity is
starting to take shape.

In some cases the liminality isnotso easy to discern,and the time spentin the liminal
space is very briefbutleads to importantdiscoveries.

Carin isa studentofmedicallaboratory science and assuch the theoreticalstudieshasdomi-
nated the firstsemesters ofher education.Atone pointin time the day comeswhen she for
the firsttime willdraw blood for a venous blood sample.This is a task thathas somewhat
worried and puzzled Carin,she has not known how she willreact.A fellow student trusts
her to try her arm – even if this particular student is afraid of needles.Carin feels calm
and collected, she experiences a feeling of being in control and that she is able to calm
and reassure her fellow student.The venous sample is successfuland from that day Carin
knows that she want to have patient contact in her future work. This knowledge also
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widensherperspective on the relationship between theory and practice;she now knowsthat
she needs to see a practical application of her theoretical knowledge. Carin experiences
another drive to learn and understand because she does not wish to endanger the health
and care ofthepatientsshenow understandsare ‘atthereceiving end’ ofherlaboratory work.

Carin seemsto ‘rush through’ the liminalspace in oneday,and feeling ofinsecurity and
worry soon passes.One successfully performed practicaltask,immediately helps her to
make new discoveries,and see connections thatshe has notbeen able to see earlier.

Crossing the threshold – the shift

Gradually,or suddenly,learning in the tunnelresults in crossing ofa threshold or over-
coming ofa disjunction.Asa resultthere can be a shiftin how the studentsperceive them-
selves as professionals,butalso an identity shift.Others describe how they suddenly can
understand something thatearlier was impossible,or how they can view the patientand
the care in another,altered way.

Afterworrying for a whole semester aboutthis catheter and becoming more and more inse-
cure;one day,a new supervisor showsAnna in a differentway how the catheterworks,pre-
senting the differentparts and how they are connected,how they move etc.Suddenly Anna
can seewhatshe hasbeen doing wrong thiswhole time.She understandsforthefirsttime the
design of the catheter,how the different parts work together and how itmust be inserted
related to these different parts.Insertion becomes easy and a massive weight is removed
from her shoulders. She is just as good a nursing student as everybody else, she can
manage this and she no longer doubts her choice ofprofession.

One practicalactortask hashere altered Anna’swhole outlook on herself,herabilities
and her future professionallife.

Crossing the threshold can mean new personalinsights.

Carlnow is much more aware of his limits and what he can and cannot do,and he has
learned that he sometimes can be interpreted as more competent or able than he is or is
allowed to be.He is more aware of the impression he makes and how he is perceived by
other people. Carl’s image of himself is somewhat altered but foremost he has learned
how he comes across to others.

Carl’s time spentin the liminalspace seems to irreversibly have changed notonly his
professionalidentity,butalso his personal.

The shift can mean that previous unseen connections are made,and new integrated
ways ofthinking are opened.There can be no going back to old ways ofthinking.

Linnea isa young nursing student.One ofthefirstdaysofa new clinicalplacementshemeets
a new supervisorwho asks hermany questions aboutthe patientcare and how for instance
different laboratory tests and results are connected to patient care.Linnea has not many
answers and feels stupid and insecure. She experiences a large ‘gap’ between herself and
the supervisor.How can she ever become a nurse like that? Linnea goes home and returns
the next day to the same supervisor.This day however is completely different.Linnea,to
her own surprise,now can understand how specific tests are connected to how the patient
feels,she can see the medicaldiagnosis and treatment and how there are implications fir
patient care.Theory and practice has become integrated.When asked what has happened
she has no answer,itjust ‘clicked’ and thatshe,after being challenged,could make connec-
tions thatshe never been able to before and thatshe saw things in a new light.
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Suddenly,Linnea’s view ofthe subjectlandscape seems to have changed,and she has
accessed a way ofthinking thatpreviously was hidden to her.

For some the shiftis a professionalbecoming thatopen up a new professionalworld
that they feelthey now belong to.This shift encompasses new thinking and a sense of
belonging.

Maria isa studentofoccupationaltherapy.Shehasbeen on a longerclinicalplacementwhere
she hasbeen given the opportunity to be ratherself-directed.Justbefore a longerholiday she
has the task oftransferring a patientshe has been caring for to another occupationalthera-
pist.Maria tries to give as much information as possible to the new care giver,but is not
encouraged and feels thather information is not appreciated.She feels thather work with
the patient will be for nothing if she does not act.So; as there is a holiday coming,she
knows thatthe patientwillbe withoutoccupationaltreatment for a few days.On her own
she visits the ward and talks to the nurses in charge and together they make a treatment
plan and prioritize the patient’s exercise for the days to come.It has become her patient,
her plan.Her responsibility.

Through the shift,Maria has developed her professional thinking, and a new pro-
fessionalidentity is emerging.

Crossing the threshold can also be quiet,more diffuse and firstdetectable aftertimehas
passed even though in keep with it’ s epiphany character.

The medical student,Magnus,has been struggling with his relationship to patients as he
thinks he bothers them or takes up their time when learning.After some time he feels
more comfortable being around patients,he is more relaxed and has grown into his role
as a doctor where he can see that him being unsecure and hesitant is not good for the
patient.Magnus has come to the conclusion that he in his role as a doctor must protect
the patient,by taking on the role of the doctor.When or how this has happened Magnus
is notsure of– he only knows thatone day a change had occurred over a longer period of
time.

Magnushascomeoutofthetunnelwith a new professionalidentity,and with thisiden-
tity a new feeling ofresponsibility for patientneeds.

Some narratives revealed substantialchanges to the professionalidentity where stu-
dents acquired a professionaldiscourse,here encompassing both thinking and language,
butalso a professionaldiscourse in the sense of ‘being a nurse,doctor etc’.

Thenursing studentRebecca describeshow,when faced with theneedsofa dying patient,she
forthe firsttime takesa more holistic view ofthe patientand how she automatically protects
‘herpatient’ from too many people in the room,from unnecessary discomfortetc.She takes
the lead and isable to answerquestionsfrom patientrelativesand otherprofessionalgroups.
Ithas become herpatientand she acts,thinks and talkslike a nurse.‘Iwasneveruncomfor-
table’,Rebecca says,‘I thoughtofthe patient’.

Themovementthrough thetunnelhasaltered Rebecca’sthinking,heractions,and even
her language.She feels she has become a nurse.

Discussion

These findingsillustrate how a practicalexperience can have the same powerto transform
thinking and identity asdo theoreticalthreshold concepts,thereforemaking thediscussion
about ‘practical thresholds’ or thresholds in practice possible. The idea of a practical
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dimension to thresholds is supported by Land and Meyer (2011) who in relation to the
ontological transformations, i.e. changes in being, identity or awareness, claim that
thresholdsmightnotbe strictly conceptualbutalso connected to proceduralknowledge.
These ‘learning thresholds,conceptualorotherwise’ (Land and Meyer2011,93)are occa-
sioned by significantlearning concerning shifts in identity,subjectivity and related to the
ways of practice within a discipline or professionalcommunity and accompanied by a
change in cognitive understanding.

Transformation of identity or professional identity according to Meyer and Land
(2005) is closely linked to thinking and language.When students acquire threshold con-
cepts they also extend their use of language,natural,formalor symbolic,in relation to
these concepts – thus setting the stage for a shiftin learner subjectivity,a ‘repositioning’
ofthe self’ (Meyer and Land 2005,374).The findings ofthis study indicate thatsimilar
transformational learning processes can be triggered by practical experience that thus
can have a powerful impact on thought processes, identity and professional identity
development.

The practicalexperience always entailed the studentas the ‘doer’,showing thatsome-
thing ishappening asthe task oractiscarried out,the action itselfseemsto be loaded with
powerto change thoughtand identity.Linked to the above description ofstudentsextend-
ing their language by conquering threshold concepts,one could argue that,in a similar
way,when conquering a practicalact or procedure,an acquisition of a ‘proceduraldis-
course’ orrepertoire takesplace.Thisownership ofthe proceduraldiscourse orrepertoire
seems to enhance student’s view ofthemselves as professionals.Wenger (1991) defines a
community ofpractice through three dimensions:mutualengagement,a jointenterprise,
and a shared repertoire.To sustain engagementin a community ofpractice you need the
ability to interpretand use the repertoire ofthatpractice.In the history ofa community of
practice lies embedded the artefacts,actions and language of this community,and the
shaping of a professional identity lies in becoming a part of that history (Wenger
1998).Land and Meyer (2011) in their studies of surgeons and the practice of surgery,
indicate that the formation ofprofessionalidentity was influenced by the entrance into
procedural formality,and the pattern of surgical practice,thus strengthening our idea
aboutthe importance ofacquisition ofa ‘proceduraldiscourse’.Land and Meyer (2011)
also detects a connection between autonomy and independence and the formation of a
new professional identity, which further leads us to appreciate the relevance of our
findings stemming outofnarratives aboutautonomy in clinicaleducation.

One possible explanation to the seemingly vast power of these practicalexperiences
could lie in the nature ofclinicalaction or procedures as per se relevantand meaningful.
From the student’sperspective there isno questioning aboutwhy thishasto be studied or
learned asthisismotivated by the clinicalsituation.Moving away from the clinicalarena,
practicalactions and/or procedures also poses a self-evidentpart ofthe curriculum and
study contentmotivated by perceived relevance and meaning.

Learning to mastera practicalsituation and the challengesitposes,appearsto be a sig-
nificant driving-force for learning.This is supported by |Silén (2000;2004) who in her
research about independence and responsibility in learning has shown how a driving
forceto learn isgenerated from challenge.Applying variation theory (Marton and Trigwell
2000) to this line ofreasoning,itwould mean thatthe perceived relevance and meaning
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originates from the variation brought on by the encounter with a new situation,act or
event,thereby inducing challenge and stimulating learning.

The distribution of the forms of knowledge in catalogue,analogue and dialogue by
Dahlgren and Szczepanski(1997)mightalso shed lighton the importance ofthe practical,
clinicalact.Catalogueknowledge,according to Dahlgren,placesemphasison memorizing,
analogue knowledge on understanding,and dialogue knowledge combinesthem both in a
form of knowledge that comes in contact with world by the means of communicating.
Working with a tool or an instrument can be seen as interacting or communication
with the world.As our perception of the world comprises the world as whole and not
asisolated parts,itwould seem impossible to separate these formsofknowledge,implicat-
ing the need forlearning situationsin directcontactwith the surrounding,authentic situ-
ation (Dahlgren and Szczepanski 1997).This ties in with the pragmatic core idea that
human beings act in the world,and that knowledge is created in action (Dewey 1911).
Also Merleau-Ponty (1945/1962) emphasizes the impossible in separating body and
mind,describing how we before we can experience ‘I think’ rather experience ‘I can’,
meaning that the world has a meaning to us even before our interpretation ofit (Skott,
2004).

A clinicalsituation constitutes an automatic whole where the inherentparts,the per-
formed task,is given meaning and relevance by the situation itself,i.e.the patient and
patient needs.As such the situation poses a clear relevance structure.Every situation,
be ita learning situation or a situation where we apply something learned,has a certain
relevance structure (Marton and Booth 1997).This relevance structure consists ofwhat
the person perceives ofthe situation,the demands ofthe situation,the goals ofthe situ-
ation etc.The situation perceived as a whole will provide perspective on the inherent
parts. Research has shown that the learning situation’s relevance structure is closely
linked to the generalquality of knowledge and skills,and that perceived relevance will
provide a more successfullearning outcome (Marton and Booth 1997).Authentic experi-
ences are connected to the perceived relevance,and the thereby created relevance struc-
ture. These findings show how the movement through the tunnel is triggered by the
perceived meaning of the authentic clinical experience. The relationship with the
patientand the need to master tasks relevantto the patientconstitutes the internalauth-
enticity that drives the student through the tunnel creating transformational learning
processes.

Whatconstitutes the shifthowever?The findings show how transformationallearning
iscreated through authenticclinicalexperience,butwehavenotbeen ableto fully seewhat
constitutes the shiftitself,other than maybe time where there have been longer processes
involved.In narratives where the focus ismore clearly on an isolated actin the practical
experience,feedback mightplay a role,here seen in the immediate ‘bodily’ feedback when
performing a task correctly.Therefore research on processeswithin the tunnelis ofutter
importance to furtherunderstand passing ofthresholdsin relation to practicalexperience.

In conclusion;there are likely many elements atplay here thatinfluence the impactof
the practicalexperience on transformationallearning,and undoubtedly isfurtherresearch
ofutterimportance.However,thispapercould be read asan attemptto infuse the discus-
sion aboutthreshold concepts with the idea thatactions could have similar influence on
learning thattheoreticalthreshold concepts.
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Limitations

This paper should be read as an attemptto broaden the discussion aboutthreshold con-
cepts,putting forward the idea thatpracticalexperience could manifestitselfin the same
way as a conquered theoreticalthreshold concept.However,the smallscale ofthe study
and the novelty of this interpretation would suggest that extensive further research is
needed in order to investigate the practicaldimension of threshold concepts.This line
ofresearch could,when furtherexplored,have a substantialimpacton the design ofclini-
calstudies.By understanding more aboutlearning processes in clinicallearning,we can
adapt and develop prerequisites for these processes.In health care today with limited
resources,and yetan increasing number ofhealth care students,a knowledge ofhow to
work with processes already ‘athand’ in the clinicalsetting becomes vital.

Critique aboutthe threshold conceptsframework hasbeen putforward by Rowbottom
(2007)who addressesthe lack ofclarity abouthow threshold conceptsaredefined and that
it without such a definition is impossible to empirically isolate concepts. Rowbottom
(2007) also addresses that problem ofdeciding that one concept is a threshold concept
for allstudents,and argues that there might be different conceptualroutes to the same
goalor ability.Here,this critique is interpreted as a constructivist argumentagainst the
idea of a fixed set ofways of interpreting a concept.Savin-Baden (2008) argues for the
use of‘disjunctive spaces’ asa response to the risk ofovergeneralization ofthreshold con-
cepts,stripping away contextand the individuals’ stance as a learner.These disjunctions
are the same,and what constitutes ‘troublesome knowledge’ will vary between people,
taking into accountthatsituations and knowledge willvary.Seen againstthe back-drop
ofthiscritique,wewould argue thatwe indeed have tried to empirically identify threshold
concepts,butwith a starting pointin the individualexperience where threshold concepts
or are seen and interpreted in the light of the situation,and previous experience and
knowledge.Indeed,Meyer and Land (2005) point out the problem of objectivism,i.e.
ideas abouta definitive and totalconceptualunderstanding – a ‘right’ answer in contra-
diction to their view ofthreshold concepts as discursive in nature.

Another difficulty lies in the interpretation of ‘practicalexperience’.Noted should be,
that even in the more complex situations,emphasis was on action and the student as
the performerofthis action.However,as isolated eventsor action nevercan be separated
from the contextin which they are performed – or indeed a phenomenon never can be
isolated from the contexts in which it is perceived – the interpretation must remain
with ‘practicalexperience’.

Notable is also thatthis is the second study with the same data as subjectfor analysis,
buteven ifdata is the same,the questions posed to the materialand the theories used to
interpretfindings provide a new perspective and bodes for robustness offindings.
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